
 

Weight
Barrel 
Length

Barrel 
Caliber

 

Pellet 
Capacity Pellet

Initial 
Pellet Speed

ASK201

ASK206

ASK205

ASK204p

ASK209

ASK204

ASK202

3.05kg

3.05kg

2.8kg

3.1kg

3kg

3.05kg

3.1kg

500mm 500

500

500

500

500

500

500

6.04mm 6mm BB

6mm BB

6mm BB

6mm BB

6mm BB

6mm BB

6mm BB

6.04mm

6.04mm

6.04mm

6.04mm

6.04mm

6.04mm

500mm

500mm

290mm

500mm

500mm

500mm

ASK MODEL

Open the magazine 
cover. 

Insert 500 rounds 
6mm BB bullet into the 
loader.

ASK204

ASK204P

2. Turn the gear wheel 
until the click sounds
change.

4.1.

Remove the receiver top from its 
rear while pressing the receiver
top catch button.

1. Connect the battery to the cord.
Press the battery with protrusion
faceing the left.

2. Reinstall the receiver top. When
receiver top is set correctly, the 
catch button ejects out.

3.

Close the magazine  
cover. 

3.

Silde the rib to remove the remaining BB bullets if necessary.

LOAD THE MAGAZINE ASK MODEL

INSTALL BATTERY

SIGHT ADJUSTMENT

FIRING OPERATION

Battery installation for ASK Series

Press the adjust button and slide it forward or backward. 
The larger the number, the longer the distance to the target.

Front Sight Ajust the sight clockwise for 
higher point or anti-clockwise for lower 
sight point.

• Confirm your firing area is safe before firing. 
• There are possibilities that no BB comes out after pulling the trigger. This may 

happen when new magazine is inserted. Switch to Full Auto and fire 5 – 10 shots will 
solve this problem. 

• Charge the battery if the firing cycle become slow. 
• Give the airgun a rest of 5 – 10 minutes after firing 220 rounds in order to ensure long 

service lives of the motor and battery. 
• If bullets are clogged, stop firing and remove the clogged bullets immediately. 
• Service the airgun with silicon oil as daily maintenance. 
• Hop up may be unstable for first 200-300 rounds after silicon oil is used, this is 

To Fire the pellet :

1. Switch the selector switch to Semi or Full Auto.

2. Pull the trigger

Variable Hop Up System
By producing backspin on the BB bullets, this system allows BB to fly straighter and longer. 

• The optimal hopup position is where the bb trajectory is flat and straight. 

• Turning the hopup excessively may adversely affect the bb  trajectory.  

• Moving the hopup  too much towards HOP will cause bullets to clog. Firing the gun with 
clogged bullets may damage the piston and gear. 

• If the hop up is adjusted excessively and causing clogging of bullets, stop operating the 
gun immediately. Return the lever to NORMAL and remove the clogged bullet. 

• APS Airgun Ltd will not be held responsible for any damages or accidents causing by 
wrongful operation, disassembly and modification of the airgun. 

DISSEMBLING THE HAND GUARD

MAINTENANCE 
(REMOVING CLOGGED BULLETS & BARREL CLEANING)

Push the upper hand guard fixer
upwards.

1. Push the upper hand guard 
towards the muzzle and take the 
whole upper hand guard up by 
pulling it upwards.

2. Take away the Dummy Cleaning
Rod (Optional)

3.

Press down the button of lower
hand guard ring.

4. Push the lower hang guard rings
towards the muzzle.

5. Push down the lower hand guard 
and take it off from the guns.

6.

Maintenance is needed when bullet speed becomes slow. Wrap a cotton cloth on the rod. Hold the 
leading end of the rod and insert rod into the barrel while turning the rod to clean the barrel inside 

1. Insert the cleaning rod from the lead edge of the barrel.

1. Make sure to insert the cleaning rod after returning the hop up lever to NORMAL position. (HOP OFF)

2. Be careful so that angled part of the cleaning rod facing down and remove clogged bullets.

ASK201

ASK202

Insert the cleaning rod 

ASK205

ASK206

ASK209

CONNECTOR

SIGHT

SAFE FULL AUTO SEMI AUTO

PRESS

SHORT DISTANCE

Cleaning Rod facing down

Ajustment Lever

Hop Normal




